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COMPASISON OF ELECTROSHEOLOGJCAL
BEHAVIOUR OF MİNERAL AND TKANSFORMER OIL

CONTAMINATED BYSTARCH

E. Ramazan TOPÇU', Sadenin KAFUCU'

ABSTRACT : Electrorheological jluids consist of fınefy divided polarizabîe particles
suspended in non-conducting fluid. When an externaî electric fıled is applied îo sııch
suspension, it exhibits large reversibîe changes m its rheological behaviour. These changes
have been exploited in engineering practices for the development of discrete devices. While
desigfiing such devıces, eîectrorheologicaî properties ofthefluid İs reguired. in this work, ihe
electrorheological properties of mineral oil and transformer oil contaminated by com starch
were expîored using a concentric cyîinder viscometer. Fow differenî . weight fractions of corn
sfarch suspensiom in minerffî oil and transformer oiî were tesîed at ambîent temperatature of
25-30 C. The reîationship among the. shear stress, shear strain, andfraction ofthe sîarch in the
basefluids îo the appîied eîectric fieîd 'vere compared experîmentally.
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NİŞASTA KATKILI MİNERAL VE TRAFO YAĞLARININ
ELEKTRORHEOLOJIKAL DAVSANIŞLARININ

KARŞILAŞTIRILMASI

ÖZET : EîektrorheoîoJik akışkanlar, iletken olmayan akışkanın içensîne çok küçük
parçacıkiara aynîmış polarize olabilen taneciklerin katılmasıyla oîuşturuîurîar. Böyle bir
karışıma dışarıdan elektrik alanı ııyguîandıgmda, akifkamn rheolojik davrcmışmda büyük
oranda tersinir değişiklikler gösterir. Bu değişimler mühendisîik uygulamaîarmda aîîematif
aîeîîerİn geliftiriîmesmî sagîamıçîır. Böyle bir aletin tasarımı için Öncelikle kitlîanıîacak
akîşkanm eîekîrorheolojik özelliklermm biîinmesi gerekmekledir. Ku çalışmada, mineral ve
trafo yağları mısır nişastcısı ile kanştîrılarak, buyanların elektrorheolojikal Özellikleri siîindirik
viskoz ölçer yardımîyîa elde edilmiştir. Dört farklı ağırlık oremlarında yapılan mineral yağı-
mısır nişastası ve trafo yağı-mısır nişastası karışımları ortam sıcaklığı olan 25-30 C'de
deneyleri yapılmıştır. Deneysel olarak mısır nişastası kaîkıh yağların, elektrik alanina karşılık
kesme stresleri ve kesme gerilimleri arasındaki ilişki karşıîaşUrümaîı olarak elde edilerek
Sîtntdmîtşîw.
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/. INTRODUCTION

An electrorheological (ER) fluid is a mixture offmely divided particles suspended in a
non-conductüıg base. [fan extemal electric field applied on an ER fluid, the particles of
the ER fluid is charged and arrange themselves like chains, betn'een electrodes. in this
way, floıv resistance and applied stress on electrodes can be increased. This effect is

proportional to the electric fîeld applicd, and it is reversible and fast acling.
This special characteristic of the ER fluids allow some potential applications. FIow,
squeeze-flow and shear modes are three major application methods of the ER effect in

practical devices. The fluid is pumped through a valve which consists of fıxed

electrodes in flow modes. The ER fluid is sandwiched between two electrodes in

squeeze-flow mode. in shear mode, the electrodes of the ER fluid devices are free to

rotate or translate in relation to each other. Control ofthe shear properties ofthe fluid
leads to application torque transmission such as clutches (Stevens, at al and Monkman)
[1-2], brakes (Duclos, at al) [3J, shock absorbers and vibration dampers (Markis, at al)
[4], etc . Increasing of the shear stress with the applied electric field is the important
perfonnance characteristics of the ER fluids and it was detected by using Rotational
viscometer and Oscillatory viscometer. Klass and Martinek [5] have used Rotational

vıscometer to observe the increase in viscosity with electric field. But the stiffening and
consequent ability of ER fluids to transmit forees is due to rheological characteristics
and not due to a viscosity chaııge. Since that time, numerous investigators have studicd
rheologicai behaviour by same method.

in (his work, firstly, wcl! known idealised behaviour of the ER fluids was briefly
explained &r completeness of thc paper. Secondly, mineral oil and transformer oil

based ER fluids were pruduced by mixing com starch in different weight ratios. Then,
the shear mode rheological behaviour ofthese fluids were tested as a function ofelectric

field intensity by rotational viscometer which was designed for (his puıpose. Finally,
experimental result indicating the relations among the different mixture ratios, shear

stress, shear rate, and electric fıeld intensity were given in graphical fomıs.
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//. IDEALISED BEHAVIOUR OF ER FLUIDS

The relationship between shear stress and shear rate is the most important parameter in

understanding this behaviour. ER fîuids have been modelled as Bingham plastics which

means that flow is observed only after exceeding a minimum yield stress. Idealised

behaviour ofthe ER ftuid is shown in Figure l.
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Shear Rate

Figure l. ideal behaviour of ER fluid.

Line "a", in Figure l , shows the characteristİcs of Nevvtoman fluids and line ''b" shows

the characteristics ofBİngham plastics. Slopes ofthese lines are the dynamic viscosities

offluids. With no electric fîeld applied an ER fluid behaves like a Newtonian fluid and

the applied stress will cause the liqyi. d to flow. Equation l is a fırst order model

approximating the behaviour ofaNewtonian fluid.

T=^^aıl0f (l)

Where fi^- is the Newtonian viscosity in Pa.s, 6u. l oy is the shear rate İn s and the r is
the shear stress in Pa.

Ftow only occurs for a stress greater than thc yield stress in Bİngham plastics. Below

the yıeld stress, applied stress wili strain the plastic but not cause it to flow. The

equation for a Bİngham body is:

r=r, +/<,<a</4' (2)

Where r is the shear sb-ess in Pa, r is the yield stress in Pa, ,Uy is the plastic viscosity

in Pa. s. The yield stress increases proportİonal to the appIİed electric fıeid while the

plastic viscosity unchanged [6].
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///. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

///. J Electrorheological Fluids Usedin Experiments

The ER fluids used in rotational viscometer tests comprised of mineral oil and
transformer oil containing com starch. Dynamic viscosity and density of mineral oil aıe
0. 041 Pa. s imd 900 kg/m3, respectively. 0.0074 Pa. s is the dynamic viscosity and 840
kg/m is the density of trmsformer oil. These fluids are mixed vvith corn starch in

different weight ratios. Figurc 2 (a) and (b) show the effcct ofmixing ratios on dynamic
viscosity of mineral oil md transfonner oil-based ER fluids, respectively.
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Figure 2. Dynamic viscosity of mineral oil-based (a) and tran&nner oil-based (b) ER
fluids.

The comparison of dynamic viscosity both mineral oil-based and transfonner oil-based

ER fluids is rather good for no-fıeld viscosity up to about 50% weight ratios. The
dynamic viscosities increase drastically above this ratio, even ER fluids lose their fluid
propcrtıes.

III. 2 Experimental Set-up

The rheological behaviour ofthe ER fluids can clearly be seen by plotting the change in
shear stress with respect to shear rate nnder the influence of electric fıeld. These flow

curves, as depicted in Figures 4 to 11, are obtained by using rotational viscometer which
comprises of two concentric cylinders with 0.8 mm radial separation of two f'aces as
shown in Figure 3. An ER fluid is filled in this space. With no electric field present,
rotating the ianer cylinder creates the shear stress but little or no motion and torque on
the outer cylinder. When the electric field is applied, the ER fluid stiffen with field
strength and stress is transferred to the outer cylinder as a torque. When the electric
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fıcld great enough, the ER fluid turas out to be like a solid and the cylinders behave as

tough, they were pressed together with no fluid between them.

Strain

iadicator

DC motor

ER fluid
Flotter

Outer cylinder

Inner cylinder

High voltage
Power Supply

Strain

Gauge

Power

Figure 3. Rotationaî viscomeîer used in the experiments,

The electric fıeld between two concentrİc cylinders is obtaîned from a high voltage

povver supply capable ofproviding voltages from 0-1000 Volts. Outer cylinder of îhe

vıscometer is connected to a cantiiever beam on which two strain gauge \vere stuck.

Transmitted stress is detennined by using a strain indicator. The flow curves of the ER

fîuid were drawn by using a plotter. X direction on the plotter corresponds to the DC

motor speed which is proportional to the shear rate and Y direcüon corresponds to the

voltage of the straİn indicator which is proportional to the transmitted stress. The speed

of the inner cyiinder is transformed to the shear rate and the volîage of th& strain

indicator is transformed to the shear stress. Thus, the ouîput graph of the plotter is

arranged with these new values.
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///. 3 Experimental Resıılts anli Discussions

The variation of the transmitted torque or shear stress with electric field n-as
ınvestigated by using the rotational viscomeler. Increase of the yield stress under the
application ofdifferent electric fields on mineral oil and transformer oil-based ER fluids
ıvhich contain com starch in different weight ratios were presented.

Rotational viscometer results of the mineral oil-bascd ER fluids are given in Figures 4
to 7. The shear stress was measured by applying the electric Voltages from 250 to 1000
V, vvhile the shear rate up to 160 s-', in order to obtain reliable experimental data,
measurements were repeated four or fıve times at thc same operating conditions. These
graphs present both Neıvtonian and Bingham property ofthe ER fluids and the effect of

concentration ofpolarised particles together vvith the intensity of applied electric field
on ER behavıour.

E-1000V

E=OV
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SbearRaîe(s )

Figure 4. Viscous behaviour of mineral oil-based ER fluid containina 20% com starch
by weight.

Investigation ofFigures 4 to 7 under the application ofelectric field shoıv the effect of
concentratıon of the com starch on the shear stress. These curves reflect Binaham

plastic characteristics, i.e. under m applied electric field Hoıv only occurs for a stress
greater than the yield stress. Applicatioa of l kV can cause an increase in vield stress

approrimately 6 Pa, 10 Pa, 18 Fa and 110 Pa correspondmg to the weight ratios of20°/o,
30%, 40% and 50% com starch in mineral oil, respectively. it is clear that vield stress
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Slopes of viscous behaviour curves for the mineral oil-com starch ER fluid under the

applied different electric fields are almost the same with the slope of curve for the ER

fluİd vrithout no electric fıeld applied. it can also be deducted from these curves that

shear stress difference between with and wİthout electric fıeld does not change at any

shear rate. it has a constant value which is approximately equal to the yield stress.

The slope ofthe flow curves indicate the Newtonian viscosity ofmixtures. To vaiidate

the results obtained from Rotational viscometer, some are cross checked with the results

obtained from a saybolt viscometer. it is seen Üıat slope ofthe fluid under consideration

is about 0.057 in Figm-e 4 and saybolt viscometer result is the 0. 052 Pa.s. Thıs

dİfference may be emerged from the measurement errors and it may be tolerable

accordıng to the nature of the work, but nevertheless, a consistent method is set îo

determine viscous behaviour of ER fluids.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 10 90 100 120 140

Shear Rate (s )
160

Figure 5. Viscous behaviour of mineral oil-based ER fluid contaİnıng 30% com

starch by weight,

E-1000V
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Figure 6. Viscous behaviour of mineral oİl-based ER fluid containing 40% com starch
by weight.

Figures 6 and 7, depicting viscous behaviour under Üıe electric fıeld show humps wiîhin

the small region of shear rate around 2 s , where the fluid behaves as a solid. it is

realised that the torquc motor used to rotate the imıer cylinder ofthe viscometer can not
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overcome the yield stress created by the ER fluid resistance and the bearine friction

ferce. When the inner cylinder starts its motion initially fonned chains break suddenly.
This phenomenon causes a sudden chaage in shear stress. This region can be assumed
as a transitional region and the results obtained ıvithm this small region should not be

relied on. Figure 7 indicates also that with increasing the electric field, yield stress
increases linearly. Obviously, there is a direct proportional relationship betvvcen them.
Figures 8 to 11 show the mechanical stress/strain relationship for transformer oil-based

ER fluids. These curves are oblained by using the same experimental set-up and
measurement techniques.

Thc curves which are obtained under O V/mm electric field have Newtonian fiuid

characteristics. When the slope of this curves are investigated, it is seen that ıhey are
approximately thc same with Saybolt viscometer measurements given in Figure 2.b. For
example, Newtonian viscosity ofthe ER fluid which contains 30% com starch and 70%

Transfomıer oil is 0.02 Pa.s and the slope of the flow curve of this ER fluid is 0. 02.

Under the application of an electric field, these fluids behave like a Bingham body.
When the viscous behaviour of transfonner oil-corn starch ER fluids gîven in Figures 8
to 11 are examined, it is seen that the slopes of the curves under electric field are not

parallel to the slopes of the curves without electrical field. it can be stated that shear

stress difference between the with and without electric field is reduced by increasing the
shear rate. At certain shear rate it would be very small or zero. The yield stıess ofthe
fluids in the same figurcs are 7, 18, 62 and 158 Pa for the weight ratios of 20, 30, 40 and
50% com starch partide in transfonner oil respeclively. As in the case of mineral oil-

starch ER fluid, yield stress increascs exponentially depending on the concentration of
com starch in transformer oil. And also yield stress is linearly proportional to Ihe
applied electric fıcld.
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Figure 7. Viscous behaviom- of mineral oil-based ER fluid conîaimng 50% corn starch

by weight.

O 1020 30 4050 60 70 İO 90 100 120 140 160
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Figure 8. Viscous behaviour oftransformer oil-based ER fluid contaİning 20% corn

starch by weight.
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Figure 9. Viscous behaviour oftransfonner oil-based ER fluid contaimng 30% com

starch by weight.
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Figure 10. Viscous behaviour of transfonner oil-based ER fluid conBining 40%
com starch by weight.

IV. CONCLUSION

While designing an ER device, a common requirement is that the ER fluid have a high
ratio between applied fıeld shear stress and no-fıeld shear stress. Power requirement and
solid content ofthe ER fluids should be known before designing the ER devices. Since,

they are important controlling factor ofyield strength. Other fluid characteristics forthe
device design are the dispersion sfcability to sedimentation and no-field viscosity. A

suitable base fluid and a mixture ratio selecüon can be made on the basis of observation

ofthe rheological characterisüc of a mixture. in this paper, electrorheological behaviour

of mineral oil and tranfermer oil based ER fluids contaminated by different weight

ratios ofcom stareh »CTe compared experimentally. The experimental results show that

ER properties ofthe both base fluid under consideration are these:
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Figure II. Viscous behaviour oftransformer oil-based ER fluid contaimng 50% com

starch by weight.

. Yield stress increases İİnearly with increasİng the electric fıeld.

. Increase of concentration of dielectric particîes causes the exponcntial yield stress

mcrease.

. Nevvtonian viscosity exponentİal!y increases with increasing îhe concentration of

dielectric particles

Trans&rmer oil-based ER fluid have somc advantages över the mineral oil-based ER

fluid. These are:

. Nevvtonian viscosity of the transformer oîl-based ER ftuid is low. Low no-fıeld

viscosity property ofthis Ruid provides low pressure drop passing through an orifıce.

. The sedimentation ofthe dielectric particles m transformer oil takes long üme.

. Increase of yield stress of the transformer oil-based ER fluİds under the applied

electric fıeld is always higher than mineral oil-based ER fluîds yield stresses at ali

weight ratios.
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One ofthe major disadvantage ofthe transformer oil İs the decrease ofîhe shear stress

between the no-electrical fıeld and under electrical fîeld, whiîe increasing the shear

rate.
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